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PREMIER 

 PRIMIER Wall mounted cat climbing tree is our entry level for big and small cats 

who likes to climb up and down .Extremely robust and strong, easy to assemble 

.Components from our part list can easily be changed to build your own system 

with fantasy produced by top quality material, Sisal mats with rubber backing, 

Which can give you more durability .It is special quality and all the pillars in 

13.3cm diameter with different  length and  6mm wall thickness of mats with 

European and USA patented with Danish design  Product , All  are made in virgin 

HIPS & Glass filled material. Plywood in 18 mm thickness. . Further all ply-wood 

are cover with plush-fur Material. Your Pet is bound to discover the perfect place to chill 

out. Also offer the perfect position to observe the actions of her human co-habitants 

 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees are new generation of modern and innovation 

cat trees. The Suspended installation on the wall gives these cat trees a 

particularly aesthetic appearance. Despite only taking up a minimal amount of 

space, they have everything your cat’s heart desires. Suspended wall mounted 

cat trees leave a space underneath the cat tree-Which can be used for other 

things-and it makes a huge difference to your cleaning efforts in day to day life. 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees combine design and a well-thought out cat 

friendly layout.  

NOTE: The wall intended for the installation must be sufficiently stable to             

stand up to the weight of the cat tree. Hollow walls are not suitable. Please note 

that any cat trees assembled from our modules, an intermediate plate, or any   

desired platform, must be placed between the wall brackets and sisal scratch 

post. 

                                                          COTENT: 

 2 Wall bracket  

 2 Pillar bracket 

 2 Pillar 13cm x 15cm length 

 4 Pillar 13cm x 40cm length 

 4 Steel Belt for permanently holding 

 2 Velcro strap for temporary holding 

 3 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm 

 8  Wall Screw M5 x 3.5cm  

 8  Screw Holder plastic for wall       

                                                                
                                                                                Part no Grey: WM9862        /      Part no Beige: WM9863 

                                                                                Net weight: 8KG                    /      Gross Weight: 8.5KG     

                                                                                Carton Box Size: 96 x 26 x 20 cm 
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GRANDE 

GRANDE Wall mounted cat climbing tree have 2 plat form, one with self and another is 

hammock for cats who likes to climb up and down. Extremely robust and strong, easy to 

assemble .Components from our part list can easily be changed to build your own system 

with fantasy produced by top quality material, Sisal mats with rubber backing, Which can 

give you more durability .It is special quality and all the pillars in 13.3cm diameter with 

different length and 6mm wall thickness of mats with European and USA patented with 

Danish design Product, All are made in virgin HIPS & Glass filled material. All Plywood in 

17 mm thickness. . Further all ply-wood are cover with plush-fur Material. Your Pet is bound to 

discover the perfect place to chill out. Also offer the perfect position to observe the actions of her 

human co-habitants 

 Profiling wall mounted cat trees are new generation of modern and innovation cat trees. 

The Suspended installation on the wall gives these cat trees a particularly aesthetic 

appearance. Despite only taking up a minimal amount of space, they have everything 

your cat’s heart desires. Suspended wall mounted cat trees leave a space underneath the 

cat tree-Which can be used for other things-and it makes a huge difference to your 

cleaning efforts in day to day life. 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees combine design and a well-thought out cat friendly 

layout.  

NOTE: The wall intended for the installation must be sufficiently stable to stand up to the 

weight of the cat tree. Hollow walls are not suitable. Please note that any cat trees 

assembled from our modules, an intermediate plate, or any desired platform, must be 

placed between the wall brackets and sisal scratch post. 

 

                                                             COTENT: 

 2 Wall bracket  

 2 Pillar bracket 

 2 Pillar 13.3cm x 15cm length 

 4 Pillar 13.3cm x 40cm length 

 1 Corner hammock 40cm x 40cm 

 1 Self with edge 50cm Dai x 10cm High 

 4 Steel Belt for permanently holding 

 2 Velcro strap for temporary holding 

 3 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm 

 8  Screw M5 x 3.5cm  

 8  Screw Holder plastic for wall       

 1  Top support plastic Holder with Bolt 

 1 Round washer for Hammock  

                                                                        Part no Grey: WM9895     /     Part no Beige: WM9896 

                                                                        Net Weight:  13kg   /      Gross Weight: 13.5 kg     

                                                                        Carton Box Size: 51 x 51 x 30 cm 
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WALLMO 

WALLMO Model are providing cat climbing tree with have 1 cat house and one platform 

for small and big cats who likes to climb up and down. Extremely robust and strong, easy 

to assemble .Components from our part list can easily be changed to build your own 

system with fantasy produced by top quality material, Sisal mats with rubber backing, 

Which can give you more durability .It is special quality and all the pillars in 13.3cm 

diameter with different length and 6mm wall thickness of mats with European and USA 

patented with Danish design Product, All are made in virgin HIPS & Glass filled material. 

Plywood in 17 mm thickness. . Further all ply-wood are cover with plush-fur Material. Your 

Pet is bound to discover the perfect place to chill out. Also offer the perfect position to observe the 

actions of her human co-habitants 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees are new generation of modern and innovation cat trees. 

The Suspended installation on the wall gives these cat trees a particularly aesthetic 

appearance. Despite only taking up a minimal amount of space, they have everything 

your cat’s heart desires. Suspended wall mounted cat trees leave a space underneath the 

cat tree-Which can be used for other things-and it makes a huge difference to your 

cleaning efforts in day to day life. 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees combine design and a well-thought out cat friendly 

layout.  

NOTE: The wall intended for the installation must be sufficiently stable to stand up to 

the weight of the cat tree. Hollow walls are not suitable. Please note that any cat trees 

assembled from our modules, an intermediate plate, or any desired platform, must be 

placed between the wall brackets and sisal scratch post. 

  

                                                                            Content: 

  2 Wall bracket  

 2 Pillar bracket 

 2 Pillar 13cm x 15cm length 

 4 Pillar 13cm x 40cm length 

 1 Corner hammock 40 x 40cm 

 1 Self with edge 50cm Dai x 10cm High 

 4 Steel Belt for permanently holding 

 2 Velcro strap for temporary holding 

 3 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm 

 8  Screw M5 x 3.5cm  

 8  Screw Holder plastic for wall       

 1  Top support plastic Holder with Bolt For Soft House 

 1 Round Washer Plastic for hammock 13cm Diameter   

                Part no Grey: WM 9911             /           Part No Beige: WM 9912 

                                                                         Product weight:  15.8 KG          /            Product Gross weight: 16.5 KG 

                                                                         Carton Box size: 51cm x 51cm x 50cm 
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CONCORDE 

CONCORDE Wall mounted cat climbing tree have 2plat forms for big and small 

cats who likes to climb up and down .Extremely robust and strong, easy to 

assemble .Components from our part list can easily be changed to build your 

own system with fantasy produced by top quality material, Sisal mats with 

rubber backing, Which can give you more durability .It is special quality and all 

the pillars in 13.3cm diameter with different  length and  6mm wall thickness of 

mats with European and USA patented with Danish design  Product ,All  are 

made in virgin HIPS & Glass filled material. Plywood in 17 mm thickness. . 

Further all ply-wood are cover with plush-fur Material. Your Pet is bound to discover 

the perfect place to chill out. Also offer the perfect position to observe the actions of her 

human co-habitants 

 Profiling wall mounted cat trees are new generation of modern and innovation 

cat trees. The Suspended installation on the wall gives these cat trees a 

particularly aesthetic appearance. Despite only taking up a minimal amount of 

space, they have everything your cat’s heart desires. Suspended wall mounted 

cat trees leave a space underneath the cat tree-Which can be used for other 

things-and it makes a huge difference to your cleaning efforts in day to day life. 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees combine design and a well-thought out cat 

friendly layout.  

NOTE: The wall intended for the installation must be sufficiently stable to             

stand up to the weight of the cat tree. Hollow walls are not suitable. Please note that any cat trees assembled from 

our modules, an intermediate plate, or any desired platform, must be placed between the wall brackets and sisal 

scratch post. 

                                                                    COTENT: 

 2 Wall bracket  

 2 Pillar bracket 

 2 Pillar 13cm x 15cm length 

 4 Pillar 13cm x 40cm length 

 2 Corner hammock 40cm x 40cm 

 4 Steel Belt for permanently holding 

 2 Velcro strap for temporary holding 

 3 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm 

 8  Screw M5 x 3.5cm  

 8  Screw Holder plastic for wall       

 2 Round washer Plastic for hammock 13cm Dai  

                                                                        Part no Grey: WM9904     /     Part no Beige: WM9905 

                                                                        Net Weight:  13.6kg   /      Gross Weight: 14.1 kg     

                                                                        Carton Box Size: 51 x 51 x 30 cm 
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PINNACLE 

PINNACLE Wall mounted cat climbing tree have one platform for big and small 

cats who likes to climb up and down .Extremely robust and strong, easy to 

assemble .Components from our part list can easily be changed to build your 

own system with fantasy produced by top quality material, Sisal mats with 

rubber backing, Which can give you more durability .It is special quality and all 

the pillars in 13.3cm diameter with different  length and  6mm wall thickness of 

mats with European and USA patented with Danish design  Product ,All  are 

made in virgin HIPS & Glass filled material. Plywood in 17 mm thickness. . 

Further all ply-wood are cover with plush-fur Material. Your Pet is bound to discover 

the perfect place to chill out. Also offer the perfect position to observe the actions of her 

human co-habitants. 

 Profiling wall mounted cat trees are new generation of modern and innovation 

cat trees. The Suspended installation on the wall gives these cat trees a 

particularly aesthetic appearance. Despite only taking up a minimal amount of 

space, they have everything your cat’s heart desires. Suspended wall mounted 

cat trees leave a space underneath the cat tree-Which can be used for other 

things-and it makes a huge difference to your cleaning efforts in day to day life. 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees combine design and a well-thought out cat 

friendly layout.  

NOTE: The wall intended for the installation must be sufficiently stable to stand 

up to the weight of the cat tree. Hollow walls are not suitable. Please note that any cat trees assembled from our 

modules, an intermediate plate, or any desired platform, must be placed between the wall brackets and sisal scratch 

post. 

                                                                    COTENT: 

 2 Wall bracket  

 2 Pillar bracket 

 2 Pillar 13cm x 15cm length 

 4 Pillar 13cm x 40cm length 

 1 Self with edge 50cm Dai x 10cm High 

 4 Steel Belt for permanently holding 

 2 Velcro strap for temporary holding 

 3 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm 

 8 Screw M5 x 3.5cm  

 8 Screw Holder plastic for wall       

                                                                        Part no Grey: WM9870     /     Part no Beige: WM9871 

                                                                        Net Weight:  11.6kg          /     Gross Weight: 12.5 kg     

                                                                        Carton Box Size: 51 x 51 x 30 cm 
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AMAZE 

AMAZE Wall mounted cat climbing tree have 2 platform with shelf, for big and small 

cats who likes to climb up and down .Extremely robust and strong, easy to assemble 

.Components from our part list can easily be changed to build your own system with 

fantasy produced by top quality material, Sisal mats with rubber backing, Which can 

give you more durability .It is special quality and all the pillars in 13.3cm diameter with 

different  length and  6mm wall thickness of mats with European and USA patented 

with Danish design  Product ,All  are made in virgin HIPS & Glass filled material. 

Plywood in 17 mm thickness. . Further all ply-wood are cover with plush-fur Material. 

Your Pet is bound to discover the perfect place to chill out. Also offer the perfect position to 

observe the actions of her human co-habitants 

 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees are new generation of modern and innovation cat 

trees. The Suspended installation on the wall gives these cat trees a particularly 

aesthetic appearance. Despite only taking up a minimal amount of space, they have 

everything your cat’s heart desires. Suspended wall mounted cat trees leave a space 

underneath the cat tree-Which can be used for other things-and it makes a huge 

difference to your cleaning efforts in day to day life. 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees combine design and a well-thought out cat friendly 

layout.  

NOTE: The wall intended for the installation must be sufficiently stable to stand up to the weight of the cat tree. 

Hollow walls are not suitable. Please note that any cat trees assembled from our modules, an intermediate plate, or 

any desired platform, must be placed between the wall brackets and sisal scratch post. 

                                                                    COTENT: 

 2 Wall bracket  

 2 Pillar bracket 

 2 Pillar 13cm x 15cm length 

 4 Pillar 13cm x 40cm length 

 1 Self Round 50 Dai  

 1 Self with edge 50cm Dai x 10cm High 

 4 Steel Belt for permanently holding 

 2 Velcro strap for temporary holding 

 3 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm 

 8 Screw M5 x 3.5cm  

 8 Screw Holder plastic for wall       

 1Top part support plastic Holder with Bolt  

                                                                        Part no Grey: WM9902     /     Part no Beige: WM9903 

                                                                        Net Weight:  14kg             /      Gross Weight: 14.6 kg     

                                                                        Carton Box Size: 51 x 51 x 30 cm 
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BERLIN 

BERLIN Wall mounted cat climbing tree have one platform and one feeding 

shelf for big and small cats who likes to climb up and down .Here cat have own 

Dining table .Extremely robust and strong, easy to assemble .Components from 

our part list can easily be changed to build your own system with fantasy 

produced by top quality material, Sisal mats with rubber backing, Which can 

give you more durability .It is special quality and all the pillars in 13.3cm 

diameter with different  length and  6mm wall thickness of mats with European 

and USA patented  with Danish design  Product, All  are made in virgin HIPS & 

Glass filled material. Plywood in 17 mm thickness. . Further all ply-wood are 

cover with plush-fur Material. Your Pet is bound to discover the perfect place to chill 

out. Also offer the perfect position to observe the actions of her human co-habitants 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees are new generation of modern and innovation 

cat trees. The Suspended installation on the wall gives these cat trees a 

particularly aesthetic appearance. Despite only taking up a minimal amount of 

space, they have everything your cat’s heart desires. Suspended wall mounted 

cat trees leave a space underneath the cat tree-Which can be used for other 

things-and it makes a huge difference to your cleaning efforts in day to day life. 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees combine design and a well-thought out cat 

friendly layout.  

NOTE: The wall intended for the installation must be sufficiently stable to             

stand up to the weight of the cat tree. Hollow walls are not suitable. Please 

note that any cat trees assembled from our modules, an intermediate plate, or any desired platform, must be placed 

between the wall brackets and sisal scratch post. 

                                                        COTENT: 

 2 Wall bracket  

 2 Pillar bracket 

 2 Pillar 13cm x 15cm length 

 4 Pillar 13cm x 40cm length 

 1 Dining table with two feeding tray 50 cm 

 1 Self 50cm Dai  

 4 Steel Belt for permanently holding 

 2 Velcro strap for temporary holding 

 3 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm 

 8 Screw M5 x 3.5cm  

 8 Screw Holder plastic for wall       

 1 Top support plastic Holder with Bolt for self  

                                                                        Part no Grey:  WM9907     /     Part no Beige: WM9908 

                                                                        Net Weight:  14kg   /      Gross Weight: 15 kg     

                                                                        Carton Box Size: 51 x 51 x 30 cm 
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PRESTIGE 

PRESTIGE Wall mounted cat climbing tree have 1 platforms 1Soft house for big and 

small cats who likes to climb up and down. Extremely robust and strong, easy to 

assemble .Components from our part list can easily be changed to build your own 

system with fantasy produced by top quality material, Sisal mats with rubber backing, 

Which can give you more durability .It is special quality and all the pillars in 13.3cm 

diameter with different length and 6mm wall thickness of mats with European and USA 

patented Product with Danish design, All are made in virgin HIPS & Glass filled material. 

Plywood in 17 mm thickness. . Further all ply-wood are cover with plush-fur Material. Your 

Pet is bound to discover the perfect place to chill out. Also offer the perfect position to observe the 

actions of her human co-habitants 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees are new generation of modern and innovation cat 

trees. The Suspended installation on the wall gives these cat trees a particularly 

aesthetic appearance. Despite only taking up a minimum amount of space, they have 

everything your cat’s heart desires. Suspended wall mounted cat trees leave a space 

underneath the cat tree-Which can be used for other things-and it makes a huge 

difference to your cleaning efforts in day to day life. 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees combine design and a well-thought out cat friendly 

layout.  

NOTE: The wall intended for the installation must be sufficiently stable to stand up to 

the weight of the cat tree. Hollow walls are not suitable. Please note that any cat trees 

assembled from our modules, an intermediate plate, or any desired platform, must be 

placed between the wall brackets and sisal scratch post. 

                                                                             

                                                                               COTENT: 

 2 Wall bracket  

 2 Pillar bracket 

 2 Pillar 13cm x 15cm length 

 4 Pillar 13cm x 40cm length 

 1 Soft house 50cm Dai 

 1 Self 50cm Dai x 10cm High 

 4 Steel Belt for permanently holding 

 2 Velcro strap for temporary holding 

 3 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm 

 8 Screw M5 x 3.5cm  

 8 Screw Holder plastic for wall       

 1 Top part support plastic Holder with Bolt for Self 

 1 Support platform for soft house   

                                                                               Part no Grey: WM9885     /     Part no Beige: WM9886 

                                                                               Net Weight:  18kg             /      Gross Weight: 19 kg     

                                                                               Carton Box Size: 51 x 51 x 50 cm 
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OSLO 

OSLO Wall mounted cat climbing tree have 3 platforms and 1 Soft house for all 

cats, who likes to climb up- down and Good exercise or gym. It is very familiar 

in Sweden and it is nice to decorative with awesome product for Pet lover 

owner. Further who have family cat, they can easily managed to his family. 

Extremely robust and strong, easy to assemble .Components from our part list 

can easily be changed to build your own system with fantasy produced by top 

quality material, Sisal mats with rubber backing, Which can give you more 

durability .It is special quality and all the pillars in 13.3cm diameter 

with different length and 6mm wall thickness of mats with European 

and USA patented Product, All are made in virgin HIPS & Glass filled 

material. Plywood in 17 mm thickness. . Further all ply-wood are cover with 

plush-fur Material. Your Pet is bound to discover the perfect place to chill out. Also offer 

the perfect position to observe the actions of her human co-habitants 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees are new generation of modern and 

innovation cat trees. The Suspended installation on the wall gives these cat trees a particularly aesthetic appearance. 

Despite only taking up a minimal amount of space, they have everything your cat’s heart desires. Suspended wall 

mounted cat trees leave a space underneath the cat tree-Which can be used for other things-and it makes a huge 

difference to your cleaning efforts in day to day life. 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees combine design and a well-thought out cat friendly layout.  

NOTE: The wall intended for the installation must be sufficiently stable to stand up to the weight of the cat tree. 

Hollow walls are not suitable. Please note that any cat trees assembled from our modules, an intermediate plate, or 

any desired platform, must be placed between the wall brackets and sisal scratch post. 

                                                                    COTENT: 

 04 Wall bracket  

 06 Pillar bracket 

 04 Pillar 13cm x 15cm length 

 11 Pillar 40cm x 15cm length 

 02 Self 50cm Dai 

 01 Self with edge 50cm Dai x 10cm High 

 01 Soft House 50 Dai 

 08 Steel Belt for permanently holding 

 04 Velcro strap for temporary holding 

 08 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm 

 16 Screw M5 x 3.5cm  

 16 Screw Holder plastic for wall       

 02 Top part support plastic Holder with Bolt for Self  

                                                                        Part no Grey: WM9913     /     Part no Beige: WM9914 

                                                                        Net Weight:  37kg   /      Gross Weight: 39 kg     

                                                                        Carton Box Size: 51 x 51 x 30 cm    +     51 X 51 X 50cm 
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                       CASA 

CASA Wall mounted cat climbing tree have 2 platforms for all age cats who likes 

to climb up and down .Extremely robust and strong, easy to assemble 

.Components from our part list can easily be changed to build your own system 

with fantasy produced by top quality material, Sisal mats with rubber backing, 

Which can give you more durability .It is special quality and all the pillars in 

13.3cm diameter with different  length and  6mm wall thickness of mats with 

European and USA patented Product with Danish design ,All  are made in virgin 

HIPS & Glass filled material. Plywood in 18 mm thickness. Further all ply-wood 

are cover with plush-fur Material. Your Pet is bound to discover the perfect place to chill 

out. Also offer the perfect position to observe the actions of her human co-habitants 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees are new generation of modern and innovation 

cat trees. The Suspended installation on the wall gives these cat trees a 

particularly aesthetic appearance. Despite only taking up a minimal amount of 

space, they have everything your cat’s heart desires. Suspended wall mounted 

cat trees leave a space underneath the cat tree-Which can be used for other 

things-and it makes a huge difference to your cleaning efforts in day to day life. 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees combine design and a well-thought out cat 

friendly layout.  

NOTE: The wall intended for the installation must be sufficiently stable to stand 

up to the weight of the cat tree. Hollow walls are not suitable. Please note that 

any cat trees assembled from our modules, an intermediate plate, or any desired 

platform, must be placed between the wall brackets and sisal scratch post. 

                                                                   COTENT: 

2 Wall bracket  

2 Pillar bracket 

2 Pillar 13cm x 15cm length 

4 Pillar 13cm x 40cm length  

1 Corner hammock 40cm x 40cm 

1 Self 50cm Dai 

2 Steel Belt for permanently holding 

2 Velcro strap for temporary holding 

3 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm 

8 Screws M5 x 3.5cm  

8 Screw Holder plastic for wall       

1 Top part support plastic Holder with Bolt for self  

                                                                        Part no Grey: WM9875     /     Part no Beige: WM9876 

                                                                        Net Weight:  12.5kg   /      Gross Weight: 13.5 kg     

                                                                        Carton Box Size: 51 x 51 x 30 cm  
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PARIS 

PARIS Wall mounted cat climbing tree have 1 platforms and 1 three door 

panoroma house for all age cats who likes to climb up and down .Extremely robust 

and strong, easy to assemble .Components from our part list can easily be changed 

to build your own system with fantasy produced by top quality material, Sisal mats 

with rubber backing, Which can give you more durability .It is special quality and 

all the pillars in 13.3cm diameter with different  length and  6mm wall thickness of 

mats with European and USA patented Product with Danish design ,All  are made 

in virgin HIPS & Glass filled material. Plywood in 18 mm thickness. Further all ply-

wood are cover with plush-fur Material. Your Pet is bound to discover the perfect place to 

chill out. Also offer the perfect position to observe the actions of her human co-habitants 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees are new generation of modern and innovation cat 

trees. The Suspended installation on the wall gives these cat trees a particularly 

aesthetic appearance. Despite only taking up a minimal amount of space, they 

have everything your cat’s heart desires. Suspended wall mounted cat trees leave 

a space underneath the cat tree-Which can be used for other things-and it makes a 

huge difference to your cleaning efforts in day to day life. 

Profiling wall mounted cat trees combine design and a well-thought out cat 

friendly layout.  

NOTE: The wall intended for the installation must be sufficiently stable to stand up to the weight of the cat tree. 

Hollow walls are not suitable. Please note that any cat trees assembled from our modules, an intermediate plate, or 

any desired platform, must be placed between the wall brackets and sisal scratch post. 

                                                                   

                                                                   COTENT: 

2 Wall bracket  

2 Pillar bracket 

2 Pillar 13cm x 15cm length 

4 Pillar 13cm x 40cm length 

1 House 3 door 50cm Diameter x 30cm Heigh  

1 supporting base plate for House 

1 Self 50cm Dai 

2 Steel Belt for permanently holding 

2 Velcro strap for temporary holding 

3 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm 

8 Screws M5 x 3.5cm  

8 Screw Holder plastic for wall       

1 Top part support plastic Holder with Bolt for self  

                                                                        Part no Grey: WM9909     /     Part no Beige: WM9910 

                                                                        Net Weight:  18.5kg   /      Gross Weight: 19.5 kg     

                                                                        Carton Box Size: 51 x 51 x 50 cm  
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                                                                      SCRATCHING BOARD 

Scratching board Wall mounted is starting model for cat. Extremely robust and strong, 

easy to scratch. It is very Popular Model for all age cat .You can used in floor as well as 

wall also. Further it is fantasy product by top quality material, Sisal mats with rubber 

backing and attached with plywood, which can give you more durability.  

Profiling wall mounted cat trees are new generation of modern and innovation cat 

trees. The Suspended installation on the wall gives these cats scratching a particularly 

aesthetic appearance. Despite only taking up a minimal amount of space, they have 

everything your cat’s heart desires. This product is eco-friendly to carry out side and 

Home utilization.  

Profiling wall mounted cat scratching combine design and a well-thought out cat 

friendly layout.  

 

 

                                               COTENT: 

                                               Scratching Board 65 x 15 x 2cm  

                                                           Part no: WL3000 

                                                           Net Weight:  0.7kg       /      Gross Weight: 1 kg     

                                                           Carton Box Size: 68 x 16 x 3 cm  

 

    

  

 


